[Inductive differentiation effect of ginsenosides on human acute non-lymphocytic leukemic cells in 58 patients].
Ginsenosides are the main active component of Panax ginseng. It has been shown that ginsenosides have antineoplastic, antiaging, immunologic function enhancing and other pharmacological actions. In this article, result of experimental studies showed ginsenosides extracted from stem and leaf of Panax ginseng (GSL) has inductive differentiation effect on all types of acute nonlymphocytic leukemia cells in primary culture. The effect on M5, M4 was most potent, followed by M1, M2 and the least, on M3. Through analysis, it was considered that the inductive differentiation effect of ginsenosides might be due to the comprehensive effect of increasing intracellular cAMP and inducing interferon. Since GSL have some other important actions, therefore, if it could be used as a differentiation inducer in clinical practice or combined with other antineoplastic drugs, it would show co-antineoplastic actions in many aspect.